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As you know, we’ve chosen to focus our gaming efforts on the Savage setting. However, there are a
lot of folks who prefer to play in a more traditional fantasy system. Savage Worlds stands on its own
without any configuration from your GM and that makes it perfect for people who run a regular
fantasy game with just a little bit of apocalypse thrown in. We've also just released a new guide that
will help you create Savage adventures within the more traditional fantasy settings. For more
information on Savage Worlds, head over to www.savage-worlds.com Visit our Facebook page at
www.facebook.com/EquinoxGame And follow us on Twitter at www.twitter.com/EquinoxGM Please
visit our Patreon site at www.patreon.com/equinoxgame For more information on Savage Worlds, the
world of Savage, and our awesome adventures, don’t forget to check out the links below!
www.facebook.com/EquinoxGame www.twitter.com/EquinoxGame www.equinoxgame.com
www.savage-worlds.com To use a Savage setting as a campaign setting, pick one you like! Music: 1.
'Dissonance' by Tobu Rainbow District Riders of the Rainbow District are famous for their unique and
individualism. They have long been an important part of the larger community of humans in the city.
But recently, the prospects of the city are looking a little brighter for the Rainbow District. People are
living longer, and the teeming masses have more room to spread out. And the human population has
finally begun its long march out of New Seattle. The riot-torn city is empty, and the people are
hungry for a brighter future. The Rainbow District is sweeping up the pieces, trying to restore order,
and create a better day for everyone. Follow the stories of those that find a better life in the rain.
Follow the journey of People of the Dream. Follow the history of Rainbow District. Follow the wisdom
of the Poison Apple. To play, you'll need a copy of the Rippers Resurrected Player's Guide and the
Rippers Resurrected Game Master's Handbook, as well as the Savage Worlds Adventure Edition core
rules and the Rippers Conversion for Adventure Edition (#SWADE). Released on November 04, 2019.
Designed for Fantasy Grounds version 3.3.7

Features Key:

eShop-Only Price (Excluding Play Season)
Most Challenging Expedition
Can Choose How Many Sails, Taverns and Players
Infinite-Ending
Free Trial
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A Dangerous Expedition deep in the Heart of the Amazon! Ripped from their dreamlike existence,
the Rippers find themselves in the world of "reality" after a horrific ordeal and the discovery of their
love in the world above. The Rippers may be back to finish the job of capturing or killing the powerful
beings who came to dominate the new world with their insanity. Loot. Swords. Guns. Loot gold bars,
pack ponies, and more to find in this fantasy sandbox RPG. Rippers Resurrected RPG; Fantasy Game
Master; Adventure Game. Requires: An active subscription or a one time purchase of a Fantasy
Grounds Full or Ultimate license and a one time purchase of the Savage Worlds Adventure Edition
ruleset. Fantasy Grounds - Rippers Resurrected Expedition: Amazon (SWADE) Cracked Version Box
Contains 4 Digital PDFs Rippers Resurrected Adventure Campaign book Rippers Resurrected Player's
Guide Rippers Resurrected Game Master's Handbook Rippers Resurrected Survival Guide An
adventure by Kevin Doswell and Mark Grubb. Fantasy Grounds - Rippers Resurrected Expedition:
Amazon (SWADE) Crack Scenario PDFs Multi-page, web-compatible scenario vignettes to help GMs
run adventures that put the pieces of the shattered Rippers experience together. Designer Notes: -
In addition to giving a few new gear, we're trying to keep costs down while keeping some things
slightly updated. This is a set of weapons designed to be used with the Rippers Resurrected
Conversion kit. - We're trying to keep these weapons "close to" the ones we've made historically, but
with some upgrades we think you'd want to give yourself in the game. - We've tried to make a few of
these more common, but there are a few minor differences as well. - We've tried to keep all the rules
the same, but with some slight alterations, to make these a little faster to use and more compatible
with the system. - We've tried to keep everything where it fits in the expansion. Weapons, gear, and
options. - We've tried to keep things like special abilities and the astral skeleton weapon the same. -
We've tried to make room for more cannon and rocket shell's than usual, as well as anything else we
think you might want to add. Happy Hunting, - Mark Grubb - Kevin Dos d41b202975
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Rippers Resurrected Expedition: AmazonOne of the largest, most mysterious regions on Earth is the
Amazon Rainforest, home to the most hostile and deadly predators and a vast underground network
of secrets and riches that if exploited could alter the balance of power on the planet. Rival tribes of
Orcs, the vile Old Ones, and a shadowy cabal known as the Cabal live side by side with the jungle
inhabitants, each with their own agenda. The ultimate prize: the Emerald Gateway. But the jungle is
no place to be caught unaware. For the Orcs and their Cabal have set their eyes on the gateway as
well. The ruling cabal of the Amazon have captured a number of Orcs, Mercs, and other inhabitants
and have learned enough to open a portal to another world... a world that holds unimaginable
dangers and great power... a world that many have come to call the "Desert of Chaos." A grim fate
awaits those who fall into the hands of the ruthless thieves of the Amazon. Venturing through the
dark jungles, the Rippers must learn to navigate deadly territory while dealing with the dangers of
any adversary, and learning their enemies plans. They must learn to survive or die trying, for only by
obtaining the Gateway can the world be saved. Get the Rippers Resurrected Game Master's
Handbook to run the adventure. Includes: • An adventure for up to six players to run on their own or
with a Game Master • More than 30 fully-developed, ready to run Adventure Scene elements • A
collection of Challenge Cards • New characters, gear, hazards, and monsters to bring the Amazon to
life for your players Rippers Resurrected Adventure Scene: • Hundreds of different adventure scenes
that can be added to your campaign. These are fully customizable and can be used independently of
the campaign. • Five new scenes, including three new location scenes, that can be added to your
campaign. These provide not only an atmosphere for the jungle environment, but also contain
information for any type of event or challenge that the GM can play with the party. • Hundreds of
new Adventure Event Cards that can be added to your existing campaign. These are ideal for pre-
planned story twists and turns. • Dozens of new Gear, Hazard, and Monster Cards that can be used
in any Savage Worlds campaign. • Rules
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Update: We did it! This is the third part of our series detailing
stats for the raiding tiers in Fantasy Grounds for Dungeons &
Dragons 5th Edition. Starting with Epic Monsters 2 – Arrowvale,
we’ll be detailing stats for the tier of Trolls, Vikings, and
Halflings. So far we’ve focused mostly on parties of players, but
what about single individuals? Well, there are two types,
players and monsters. Just as players have classes like Warrior,
Cleric, Druid, etc., monsters generally have abilities of their
own that reflect their general role. So a monster type of fighter
will receive the same experience, gold, and HD as a player class
called fighter. Before we get into specifics, I want to start out
by saying that we’re not going to go over every monster type
here. This post is already getting both long and dense – I’d still
like to show a few of the cooler monsters for further discussion,
but there isn’t that much to cover. Here’s what we’ll be
covering: Basics Attack Rolls Damage Damage Rolls DR Power
and Level Base Hit Points Modifiers Save DC Saves Skill
Proficiencies Skills Advantage Ability Score Increase Spells
Tieflings Alignment Feats Wondrous Items Groups and Classes
The tables will be submitted as a powerslide deck in the format
of a set of slides. Just click the next arrow under the table and
enjoy. Trolls The ever-growing tribe of the red-eyed bearfolk
makes its way into sword and spell wielding adventurers. For
the hardy souls meeting them in battle, the Troll is one of the
more feared beasts among the Valley of Outcasts. For those
looking to make a living as mercenaries, there is money to be
made by leading adventurers south through the long, desolate
wastes that are the Valley’s three bustling towns. They look
curiously impassive, but the Troll is a creature of brutal cunning
and knows how to deliver a deathblow. Stats by Magic of Myth
Trolls are a prime example of a common monster type. While
they’re capable of appearing, on rare occasions, in a pure
humanoid form, most
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System Requirements:

OS: Windows XP/Vista/7/8/10 (32/64 bit) CPU: Intel Pentium 4 2.8GHz or AMD Athlon XP 2.8GHz with
1GB RAM or better HDD: 500 MB disk space and 300MB free space Video: 1280x1024 resolution in
16bits Sound: DirectX 7.0 or above and latest audio driver DirectX: DirectX 7.0 or above How to Play:
First, download and install the software. When installing, accept
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